
A Man Like None Other Chapter 2099 – 2100 
 
Chapter 2099 
Until it was discovered that Sonya was not a projected illusion, David’s tears flowed instantly! 
 
“Yuqi, is this true? Is it true?” 
 
David asked in disbelief. 
 
“Really, it’s all true…” 
 
Sonya had already burst into tears at this time! 
 
Two lovers who have been separated for so long, finally meet at this moment! 
 
Although each other has a lot to ask each other, but at this time, no one can say it! 
 
David looked at Sonya’s pear blossom and rainy face, and at the lover he was thinking about, he couldn’t 
bear it any longer! 
 
He kissed it directly… 
 
Sonya also responded to David! 
 
At this moment, the two of them forgot everything and only had each other in their eyes! 
 
With this kiss, the sky was dark and the ground was shaking… 
 
It was not until Sonya felt breathing difficulty that David let go of her! 
 
Watching that it was getting dark, Sonya remembered that she was looking for something to eat! 
 
“Bad, I forgot that I came to find food, Meier is still hungry now!” 
 
Sonya said hurriedly! 
 
“Meier? Wu Meier? Is she here too?” 
 
David asked in surprise. 
 
“I’ll explain to you later, you’ll find something to eat with me first, and then go back and talk about it…” 
 
Sonya urged David to find something to eat as well. 
 
Soon the two of them found some wild fruits and vegetables, and then rushed back! 
 



On the way, Sonya explained to David, and then David knew that Xiaoru and Wu Meier were also caught 
in this secret territory by the magic envoy! 
 
However, David was very interested in the book that Mr. Shi gave to Wu Meier and the others! 
 
I don’t know how Mr. Shi knew about Wu Meier and Xiaoru, so he would definitely meet him? 
 
Did he already guess that the two of them would be captured by the Demon Heart Sect and thrown into 
this secret realm? 
 
And why did the Demon Heart Sect arrest them both? 
 
These questions also troubled David at the same time! 
 
Soon David and Sonya arrived at the place and saw that Wu Meier was already lying on the ground 
weakly, and Xiaoru was taking care of her! 
 
Xiaoru heard someone approaching, so she looked up, when she found David, she was stunned! 
 
Then he jumped up: “Brother David…I didn’t expect to see you…” 
 
Xiaoru shouted excitedly, making Wu Meier who was lying on the ground raise her head hard, when she 
saw David, The body also seemed to be full of strength, and stood up directly! 
 
After a few happy chats, Wu Meier let Wu Meier eat some wild fruits to replenish her stamina! 
 
At this time, Wu Meier took out the book that Mr. Shi gave him and said, “This is what Mr. Shi asked to 
give to you, and none of us have opened it!” 
 
David took the quaint book, and immediately A strange breath came from the book! 
 
David frowned slightly, then looked at Sonya and said, “Yuqi, have you taken this book?” 
 
“Have taken it, but didn’t open it!” 
 
Sonya said. 
 
“Then do you feel that there is a strange atmosphere in this book?” David continued to ask. 
 
“No, I don’t feel anything, it’s just an ordinary book!” 
 
Sonya shook her head. 
 
“This is strange.” David was surprised, and then opened the book! 
 
But when the book was opened, everyone was stunned! 
 
Because there is not a single word in the book, it is all blank paper. 



 
“This…why is there nothing in this book?” 
 
Xiaoru asked in disbelief. 
 
“David, is this a strange book that requires a specific method to see what’s inside?” 
 
Sonya said. 
 
“It’s possible…” 
 
David nodded, and then a ray of spiritual energy poured in, but there was still no change in the book in 
his hand, still not a word! 
 
David even used the technique, but it was still useless, there was still nothing in the book! 
 
Chapter 2100 
“It’s really strange…” 
 
David frowned! 
 
Wu Meier said in a puzzled way: “Mr. Shi gave us a book without words, what did he do, and he didn’t 
tell us how…” 
 
“Mr. Shi asked you to give me the book, it must be useful, since he If I didn’t say the method, that is, I 
think I have a way to understand this book!” 
 
David has infinite admiration for Mr. Shi! 
 
It’s not because of Mr. Shi’s help to him, but because he always feels that Mr. Shi is erudite and 
talented, as if he knows everything and knows everything… 
 
“David, does this wordless book need to be connected to your blood, so that you can See the content?” 
 
At this time, Sonya said. 
 
As soon as David heard it, he bit his finger immediately, and then a few drops of blood fell on the 
wordless scripture! 
 
Sure enough, after the blood dripped on the wordless scripture, it was absorbed in an instant, and then 
the wordless scripture began to shine! 
 
Something began to appear on the first page of the Wordless Heavenly Tome, accompanied by bright 
red blood strips, and soon the first page of the Wordless Heavenly Tome turned out to be a map! 
 
“Okay, okay, something has appeared…” 
 
Xiaoru shouted happily upon seeing this! 



 
David didn’t have time to look at the map, but turned it inside and dripped blood on it again! 
 
But this time, the wordless scripture didn’t respond, and nothing appeared again! 
 
Seeing the silent scripture, David and the others were all stunned! 
 
I thought I had found a way, but now only one page of things has appeared! 
 
“Let’s study this map first. Maybe the way to make this wordless book show its content is in this map!” 
 
Sonya said quickly. 
 
Several people carefully studied the map on the first page, but they found that the map did not seem to 
match any place in the secular world. 
 
Just when a few people were concentrating on their research, David’s eyes suddenly lit up! 
 
“I see…” 
 
David shouted excitedly, startling Sonya and the others! 
 
“I see, this map shows the secret realm we are in. Look at this mountain, this water, and this jungle, 
which are exactly the same as here.” 
 
David gestured on the map! 
 
But Sonya and the others just came to this secret realm, so they don’t know what this secret realm looks 
like! 
 
If it wasn’t for David who turned the entire secret realm around in order to find Sonya and find an exit, 
he would not have seen that the map painted on this map was exactly the secret realm they were in! 
 
“But there is nothing marked on this map. Even if there is this map, what’s the use?” 
 
Xiaoru asked in confusion. 
 
And just as Xiao Ru’s voice fell, I saw a bright moonlight scattered on the wordless book in the night sky! 
 
Soon, the wordless scripture lit up with a faint light, and a small red dot began to appear on the map on 
the first page! 
 
The little red dot is constantly flashing light, it is obviously marked there, there should be something 
special! 
 
“Here, here, where the red dots are flashing, could it be the exit of this secret realm?” 
 
Wu Meier asked, pointing to the flashing dots on the map. 



 
“Whether it is or not, we have to go to that place to see. Since Mr. Shi asked me to hand over the book 
to me, this book must be helpful to my current situation.” 
 
David firmly believed that Mr. Shi would not give him the book. A book of no use to him! 
 
Just when David took Sonya and the others toward the red dot, they were in a high and steep place in 
the world! 
 
Shi Qingpei and Shi Yan’s father and son are going up the mountain. The two of them are in rags, like 
beggars! 
 
“Son, hold on, we’ll be at 
 
Kuchan Temple soon…” Shi Qingpei encouraged Shi Yan! 


